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Lotro class trait points plugin

If you find this information to be useful please consider making a small donation to buy me a coffee (or beer) by clicking the button below or send Dadi (Arkenstone) some gold or trinkets via mail  Aria's Valar With the advent of the new High Elf match (Update 21 - Mordor Extension) many have flocked to create new characters, and so SSG has cleverly
found a way to get people to buy the Aria of Valar package (currently 6,695 lotro points) from the Store or Aria of Valar Upgrade (currently 3,495 lotro points). By using an Aria of Valar (1-105) or Aria of The Valar Upgrade (50-105) you immediately get your toon to level 105 (Note: there are other upgrades that can take you from level 1-95 or 50 to 95 called
Valar's Blessing, but don't provide the same feature points – more later on that). When insta-leveling at 105 you do miss out on some key elements of the game: Learning your class through experience (many want to be maximum level and immediately able to complete the content of the end game; and Aria of Valar is not going to achieve this) Missing from
content under 105 (assuming you do not go back to complete it - NOTE: there is some content that you can not go back and do if you use the Aria of Valar) Unlock cases n / skirmishes (can be completed later) Feature Points (missing 13) - more about it later Virtues (missing 8 per) - more about it later Open the package You need to double click on the
package to get all the goodies (Note : you need package space). Valar Aria (skills) will take you to level 105 when you click. The next step is to open the armor and weapons packages. This will give you Hero's Gear which will be sufficient to boot in Mordor, but will be replaced as the shadow of Mordor increases ( . You must then open (click) all features (e.g.
Mounted Combat) or skills (e.g. Riding Skills). The rest of the stuff in Valar's Aria Package can be used as needed (e.g. XP volumes, maps, food, etc.). Getting Your Aria Toon Battle Ready Legendary Weapons/Objects (LIs) Armor and Jewelry is decent and can take you to Mordor (replace it as you go). However, the legendary weapon and class items must
be created and will be with you for the rest of your lotro days. Some basic information about equipment for Mordor ( . Get 3 boxes that you can open for Third Age weapons/objects. Note: First Age &gt; Second Age &gt; Third Age If you choose to use old age things to keep in mind: The base stats (passively) for your weapon/item can never be improved.
Some class items may have borderline passive elements that you could ignore. It will take many more Anfalas Scrolls of Empowerment to flatten your legacies in a Third Age Age a First Age It will take 4 more Anfalas Star-lit Crystals to flatten your heritage base in an old age from the first age (from 2nd age to 1st age is 2 more) It is highly recommended to
search for blished Symbols of the Elder King (available at auction house, commercial channels, loot drops [epic battles, cases], or from master of battle lore (pelennor rewards sellers) ( Pelennor_Rewards_Vendor))) and build a weapon of first age and first-age Class Item. You can also exchange for first-age weapons/items with the Roving Threat
Quartermasters. As mentioned earlier, you can't change the base stats (passively) for your LI to make sure you have what you want before leveling up etc. Please see my guide to impregnation to help you with the process: Dadi's Guide to Imbulaement. You'll need 1 Anfalas Crystal of Memory, 1 Anfalas Scroll of Delving and LOTS of Anfalas Scrolls of
Empowerment (AoE), IXP Runes, and Anfalas Star-lit Crystals per legendary weapon/element in order to get it to the maximum level (cap legacies in tier 69 from U22). All of this falls as spoils in cases (level 115 has the best chance), big battles, and sometimes from landscape mobs. Some other sources for these items (except the Auction House /
Commercial Channels): Skirmish Camps (Legendary Objects Barterer) ( Anfalas Scroll of Empowerment (AoE) - Signals and Pendants Anfalas Scroll of Delving - Signals and Pendants IXP Runes - Marks and Pendants Or Signs and Seals Roving Threat Quartermasters ( .php &lt;7&gt;) Anfalas Scroll of Empowerment (AoE) – gift-donor brand IXP Runes –
gift-donor brand Merit Committee Battle Solmes (standard honors) Barbers ( Standard_Honors Battle_Decorations_ Merit_Committee_ ) Anfalas Scroll of Empowerment (AoE) - stars of The Value Anfalas Star-lit Crystal - stars of Quartermaster value (relics) ( Relics)) Anfalas Scroll of Empowerment (AoE) - silver insignia of dol amroth and gold insignia of dol
amroth Anfalas Scroll of Delving - silver insignia of dol amroth and gold insignia of dol amroth IXP Runes - silver insignia of dol amroth Quartermaster (supplier rewards battle pelennor) Barbers ( Pelennor_Battle_Rewards_Vendor)) Anfalas Scroll of Empowerment (AoE) - morgul tops Anfalas Star-lit Crystal - morgul tops Master of Battle Lore (pelennor
rewards seller) Master_of_Battle_Lore_(Master_of_Battle_Lore_ &lt;0&gt;)) Anfalas Scroll of Empowerment (AoE) - ancient Ithil-coins Anfalas Star-lit Crystal - ancient Ithil-coins IXP Runes - ancient Ithil-coins Soaked Heritage Replacement Scrolls - ancient Ithil-coins Ithil-coins / Gems / Runes / Created relics your legendary weapon / item has slots that can
be filled with settings, gems, runes, and created relics to improve performance. If you've got your Aria Valar package through the Mordor Ultimate Fan Bundle [$129.99US through the store] ( _Mordor_Expansion) it comes with a box (heirloom package) that when opened will give you 1 rune, 1 jewel, and 1 relic. These are purple (and not as good as the teal
incomparable), but they are good. You can get new arrangements, relics, and runes from Gorogoth Steel-bound lootboxes, new cases/raid (The Court of Seregost, The Dungeons of Naerband, and the Abyss of Mordath), and from exchanges in cities across Mordor. Legendary titles Make sure you've added titles to your LI (Note: there are specific titles for
weapons and objects and they're not interchangeable). You can obtain the titles from the Master of Battle Lore titles ( Pelennor_Rewards_Vendor)), Quickbeam and Quartermaster (Dol Amroth). . Category III titles are currently the best (from U22 titles). Use the statistics section below to determine what is the best title to use. Point Feature – Getting to the
maximum When you use the Aria of Valar you will have 53 feature points (assuming you started by importing) and missing some feature points (current max is 88 from U22). Feature points are used to build your skills and increase your skills. You should go to your instructor category and buy the Tome Act category, Deed Tome – Rohan Searches, and Deed
Tome – Gondor Searches. Note: these were added by U21.2 (if you've used your Aria Valar before that you can still obtain these. Class Deed Tome (15 points): Deed Tome – Rohan Quests (3 points): This will complete the following (Note: you can't go back and play this quests if you use this volume) The road to Dunharrow All roads lead back to Aldburg in
Helm's Deep Volume Act – Gondor Searches (4 points): This will complete the following (Note: you can't go back and play this quests, if you are using this volume); Ashes and Stars: Chapter 4 A ruthless end sons of the Faltharan usurper controversy how should I spend my points? There are many possible combinations of how your points are spent. I highly
recommend using feature of The Bearded Ministrel community design build section ( give you some ideas. What's missing (13 points)? Note: In this way you can also get a decent amount of lotro points. 3 points from leveling at 115 (level 108, 111, and 114) 1 point to complete your legendary act (many of the items required can be exchanged for the Skirmish
Camps – Curious Seller; I recommend getting it all in your spare to minimize travel) - Estimated completion time: completion: mins 1 point for the blood for blood search bar (Dor-en-Ernil in central Gondor). Estimated completion time: 2 hours. Talk to Garvir in Lingir (80.6S, 44.9W) to start the Defence Rally. you are now in the blood search line for blood. He's
giving up three missions. Rallying a defense, chasing the frightened, and searching for Erchar. 1 spot on the Broadacres betrayed search bar (Broadacres in West Rohan): This is a very confusing to start with, as wiki is incomplete. Estimated completion time: 3-4 hours Unlocked making Volume III Book 11 Chapter 10. Epic (Chapter 1) starts at The Cave of
Nona (Wildermore 31.9S, 68.3W) and then travels to Entwade (use the Snowburn map you took with the Aria package to travel and then drive there). NOTE: In Chapter 9 you need to kill the NPCs that give birth when you click on the items. Since you're 105-115 don't attack. NOTE: Due to the gradual conditions, to continue the Broadacres story, you must
have completed Epic Volume III, Book 12, Chapter 8. Be sure to complete this !!! Once you have completed Vol III Bk 11 Ch 10 you should talk to a Westemnet Detector (one at Edoras at 60.6S, 74.2W). which awards to Broadacres, and then to Hulac out Stoke (49.8S, 69.9W) to start securing Stoke; you are now in the search bar for Broadacres betrayed.
Full for Broadacres, Securing Stoke, Serving the Subpoena Part 1; then there is a bunch of searches in the area that when completed will eventually get serving the Subpoena Part II unlocked. This brings you to Torsbury where you can do searches there which then unlock the acres of a flame and get you back on track... 1 spot for Woodhurst has dropped
search line (Stonedeans in West Rohan). Estimated completion time: 3-3.5 hours. Do The Broadacres Betrayed before that as it follows the story better and unlocking it will be there. 1 point for Volume IV Book 2 Chapter 9 - Even in the Dark (Epic in Pelagir). Estimated completion time: 3 hours. Unlocked by completing Volume IV Book 1 (auto-granted in your
search log). It starts with Eowyn in Dunharrow. Estimated completion time: 2 hours. 1 point for Volume IV Book 4 Chapter 10 - The Defense of Mena Tirith (Epic in Mena Tirith) Start with Volume IV Book 4 Chapter 1 (auto-granted in your search log). 1 point for Volume IV Book 4 Chapter 11 - Hammer of the Underworld (Epic in Minas Tirith) 1 point for Volume
IV Book 8 Chapter 7 - Mordor Triumphant (Epic in Waste) 1 point for Volume IV Book 9 Chapter 5 - The Next Adventure (Epic The Wastes) 1 point on the Black Book of Mordor - Chapter 4.4 Union of Evil (Epic in Mordor) Virtues - Getting to Max (20 points per virtue from u22) Virtues increase your stats and should be maximized. Some information here about
what are the virtues? (Note: the values in the table are out of There are two ways to get virtues; Stat Caps (from U22) Priorities: All Mitigation categories should be as close to the ceiling as you can for the content you are running (T1 vs. older T2C vs. current T2C).  The light classes will have an easier time of that than heavy.  Get it as close as you can
without suffering elsewhere. Vitality must be used to boost morale. DPS Finesse Classes are important; Shoot for about 20% up your Crit.  At current speed it is unlikely to cap it without suffering elsewhere and crit follows a declining performance model; (I believe the number to shoot for is 50,000-55,000). Get your mastery up to your Tank Classes PPE Cap
(13%) Balance your partial BPE with vitality and both are important You will need Finesse (about 15%) Welcome some Incoming Healing (or get it through statistical tools) Max crit's therapists (25% plus any bonus tree feature) beef up morale through Vitality Ignore slotting Outgoing Healing spirits, as it does very little overall compared to other stuff options
(and most new tools come with outgoings already on it). Ignore Tactical Mastery as it does little to increase outgoing therapy Consider slotting some incoming therapy to enhance your own survival Armour Type T2 Cap Mitigations - 105 T1 Cap - 115 T1% - 115 T2 Cap - 115 Light 20,213 5 4,40 0 40 % 62,160 Medium 22,408 62,858 50 % 70,618 Heavy
24,579 70,080 60% 77,840 BLOCK, PARRY, AVOID Category T1% – 115 T1 Cap – 115 T2 Cap – 115 BPE 13% 64,000 68,600 Partial KBE 35% 190,000 194,600 Some BPE Moderates 60% 1.150.0 1.154.600 FINESSE / CRISIMI Category T1% – 115 T1 Cap – 115 Finesse 50% 1.680.000 Critical 25% 71.00 Crit D 99.9% 42,000 (in 50%) HEALING Class
T1% – 115 T1 Cap – 115 Inbox 25% 68,000 Outgoing 70% 282,940 RESISTANCE Class T1% – 115 T1 Cap – 115 T2 Cap – 115 Resistance 50% 156,000 166,350 MASTERY Class T1% -115 T1 Cap - 115 Physics 400% 222,750 Tactical 400% 222,750 ————————————————————- If you have found this information to be useful please
consider making a small donation to buy me a coffee (or beer) by clicking the button below or send Dadi (Arkenstone) some gold  
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